PURPOSE IN A PANDEMIC

FINDING PURPOSE IN THE UNPRECEDENTED CIRCUMSTANCES OF THIS MOMENT

TORAH BLESSING

DISCUSSING THE SERMON:

Source Texts:

Rabbi Buchdahl outlines three steps needed to birth a new world: Break, Breathe, Push. This three-part text study will delve into sources related to each category referenced in the sermon.

Break

Moses knew that the Israelites had damaged their connection with God by making the golden calf, and he defended them from God’s anger. Still, when he came down the mountain, he broke the tablets that God had given him on Sinai. Rabbi Buchdahl suggests that this dramatic act was necessary to force the Israelites to acknowledge what they had done.

Exodus 32:19-20

(19) As soon as Moses came near the camp and saw the calf and the dancing, he became enraged; and he hurled the tablets from his hands and shattered them at the foot of the mountain. (20) He took the calf that they had made and burned it; he ground it to powder and strewed it upon the water and so made the Israelites drink it.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

(a) What do you make of verse 20? What do you think the motivation and effect of this action was for Moses and the Israelites?

(b) What dramatic moments of breaking have you witnessed this year? Do you believe those moments revealed existent problems or new ones?

(c) Breaking the tablets, even if strategic, is connected explicitly to Moses’ rage. Do breaking moments always stem from anger, or are there other feelings that might contribute to them?

Breathe

Rabbi Buchdahl refers to the story of Jonah, who struggled to breathe as waves crashed down upon him. The whale provided a respite, and even though Jonah experienced his deepest low within the belly of the fish, by being given time to breathe he was also able to focus on what mattered and turn himself around. Jonah expressed his experience in the prayer he composed from the belly of the whale:

(2) Jonah prayed to the LORD his God from the belly of the fish. (3) He said: In my trouble I called to the LORD, And He answered me; From the belly of Sheol...
I cried out, And You heard my voice. (4) You cast me into the depths, Into the heart of the sea, The floods engulfed me; All Your breakers and billows swept over me. (5) I thought I was driven away Out of Your sight: Would I ever gaze again Upon Your holy Temple? (6) The waters closed in over me, The deep engulfed me. Weeds twined around my head. (7) I sank to the base of the mountains; The bars of the earth closed upon me forever. Yet You brought my life up from the pit, O LORD my God! (8) When my life was ebbing away, I called the LORD to mind; And my prayer came before You, Into Your holy Temple. (9) They who cling to empty folly Forsake their own welfare, (10) But I, with loud thanksgiving, Will sacrifice to You; What I have vowed I will perform. Deliverance is the LORD’s! (11) The LORD commanded the fish, and it spewed Jonah out upon dry land.

In addition to a written version, it helps to see Jonah’s journey visually:

Jonah 1:3. Jonah flees from God’s command and goes Down to the Yafo port.

Jonah 1:5. Despite the raging storm, Jonah goes Down into the hold of the ship.

Jonah 1:15. Jonah is heaved overboard, Down into the stormy sea.

Jonah 2:1. Jonah is swallowed up and goes Down into the bellow of the whale.

Jonah 2:7. Jonah says that he sank Down to the base of the mountains.

Jonah 2:8. As his life is ebbing away, Jonah remembers God.

Jonah 2:10. Jonah makes a promise to complete what he has vowed.


DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

(a) What does Jonah’s prayer suggest about whether and how a person can make meaning in lonely and difficult times?

(b) What have been your low points over this past year? What personal, national, or global events have caused your spirits to fall?

(c) How have you created breathing room for yourself to reflect and shift your thinking? Is there a person, value, belief, or action that you connect to that buoys you back up when you are feeling low?

Push

Rabbi Buchdahl uses a description of exhaustion while giving birth to describe our current moment. She quotes Isaiah 37:3

They said to him, “Thus said Hezekiah: This day is a day of distress, of chastisement, and of disgrace. The babes have reached the birthstool, but the strength to give birth is lacking.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

(a) Do you connect to this birthing metaphor? What about giving birth feels similar to making it through the moment that we are living in right now?

(b) Have you felt a lack of strength in critical moments over the past few months? What do you do in response to that feeling?

(c) Rabbi Buchdahl says that “our tradition is midwifing us” because we as Jews have been here before facing moments of challenge and crisis. How does Jewish tradition give you guidance at this difficult time?

(d) If you were to “midwife” another person through this crisis, what would you say to them to inspire strength?
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